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NOMENCLATURE
The axis system and sign convention are presented in figured .	 Data
are presented in the body and stability axis coordinate systems. 	 Because
the data were computer plotted, the corresponding plot symbol, where used,
is given together with the conventional symbol.
Plot
Symbol Symbol Definition
a speed of sound
Ab base area
b wing span
c wing mean aerodynamic chord
CA axial-force coefficient, axial force/q.S
CA base-force coefficient, base force/q..S
b
CD CD stability axis drag coefficient, drag/q,.S
CD stability axis base—drag coefficient, base drag/q,,S
b
CL CL lift coefficient, lift/q.S




C (STAB) stability axis rolling-moment coefficient,
s roiling-moment/q.Sb
Cm Cm stability and body axis pitching-moment coefficient,
pitching moment/q,,Sc
C normal-force coefficient, normal force/q.S
C 







body axis yawing-moment coefficient, yawi!ig
b	 moment/q.Sb.
C	 Cy	 stability and body axis side force coefficients, sidey
	 force/q S
M	 MACH	 free-stream Mach number
P+	 free-stream total pressure
to











a a angle of attack, deg
0 BETA angle of sideslip, deg
Configuration notations:
B B basic F-8 body
H H basic F-8 horizontal tail
V V basic F-8 vertical tail
W1 W1 basic F-8 wing
W2 W2 variable camber wing with simple hinge flaps
W3 W3 variable camber wing with conformal flaps
v
Plot
Symbol	 Symbol	 Surface definition
dH	 DH	
horizontal tail incidence angle,
trailing edge down, degrees
SLTEO	 DETO-L 	
wing left outboard trailing edge
angle, positive trailing edge doi
6RTEO	 DTEO-R	
wing right outboard trailing edg,
angle, positive trailing edge do,
6TEI	 DTEI	
wing inboard trailing edge defle
positive trailing edge down, deg
vi
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A 0.1-scale model of an F-8 aircraft was tested in the Ames 9- by
7-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel over a range of Mach numbers from 1.5 to 2.0.
Reynolds number of 4.12 million was based on wing mean-aerodynamic chord
for angles of attack varying from -2° to +12°. The model was equipped
with an advanced-technology-conformal-variable-camber wing (ATCVCW having
simple hinge flaps. Data were also obtained for the model equipped with
the basic F-8 wing and conventional (simple hinge) flaps. Model variables
included aileron and wing trailing-edge deflections and horizontal tail
incidence.
In general, the ATCVCW configuration produced slight improvements in
lift-curve slope, drag, and static longitudinal stability over that of
the basic F-8 wing configuration. Flap effectiveness was essentially the
same for both wings.
INTRODUCTION
The camber of an airfoil has a fundamental effect on its aerodynamic
performance and provides the maximum efficiency only at the design flight
condition. To offset the reduction in efficiency at other flight condi-
tions, various devices such as leading-edge slots and leading- and trail-
ing-edge flaps have been employed. However, the resulting discontinuities
in the airfoil contours produce disturbances in the flow which limit the
aerodynamic gains from such devices. It would, therefore, be desirable
to alter the camber in a manner so as to avoid such disturbances and
maintain smooth flow across the airfoil. An example of such an approach
is the variable-camber Krueger flap.
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the variable-camber
concept for the improvement of performance and handling qualities of
supersonic fighter/attack aircraft, a wind tunnel test was conducted in
the Ames 9- by 7-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The results of that inves-
tigation, in which an F-8 aircraft configuration was used, are presented
herein with a minimum of analysis.
TEST FACILITY
The investigation was performed in the Ames 9- by 7-Foot Supersonic
Wind Tunnel. This tunnel is a variable-density, continuous-flow type
with an adjustable nozzle to permit supersonic testing over a Mach number
range continuously variable from 1.5 to 2.5. The nozzle is of the asym-
metric, sliding-block type in which the variation, of the test section
Mach number is achieved by translating, in the streamwise direction, the
fixed-contour block that forms the floor of the nozzle.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model tested was a 0.1-scale F-8 aircraft configuration. The
geometry of the model is given in table 1. Drawings of the model are pre-
sented in figure 2, and photographs of the model installed in the Ames
1?-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel are presented in figure 3.
The model was tested with a wing designed to simulate the advanced-
technology-conformal-variable-camber wing (ATCVCW) as well as with the
basic F-8 wing. The variable-camber wing has a leading-edge sweep angle
of 47.130 , a trailing-edge sweep angle of 20.28°, and a modified TR42A
(Boeing Co.) airfoil section. The basic F-8 wing has a leading-edge sweep
of 47.170 , a trailing-edge sweep of 20.35 0 , an NACA 65AO06 airfoil section
at the root, and an NACA 65AO05 airfoil section at the tip. The horizontal
and vertical tails have NACA 65AO06 and modified NACA 65A005.3 airfoil
sections, respectively.
The variable-camber wing was configured to allow simulation of leading-
and trailing-edge deflections, and aileron deflections. In addition, the
incidence angle of the horizontal tail could be varied.
The aft end of the model was modified to accept the sting support.
TESTING AND PROCEDURE
The investigation was performed at Mach numbers of 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, and
2.0 at a Reynolds number of 4.12 million based on the wing mean-aerodynamic
chord. Data were obtained at model angles of attack from -2° to 12° at
zero degrees sideslip angle.
Wing trailing-edge deflection angles of 0 0 and -20 were tested.
Trailing-edge outboard deflection angles were set differentially (left/
right) at 5°/-5° and 0°/-15°. The horizontal tail incidence was set
at 00 and -50.
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Aerodynamic forces and moments on the model were measured using a
six-component internal strain-gage balance. A pressure transducer, mounted
in the model-support system was used to measure model base pressure. The
angle of attack was sensed*by an angle transducer mounted on the model
support system.
The model was provided with boundary-layer-transition strips of glass
beads having a nominal size of 0.0203 cm (0.0080 in.). A strip 0.3175 cm
(0.125 in.) wide was placed on the wing upper surface and on the tail sur-
faces at 5 percent chord from the leading edge and on the wing lower sur-
face at 30 percent chord. Transition strips were also located 1.27 cm
(0.5 in.) aft on both the nose and the nose inlet. Trip effectiveness was
not verified, but on the basis of experience,it was considered adequate.
DATA REDUCTION
The six-component force and moment data were reduced about the model
moment-reference center in the body-axis system. The axis systems are de-
fined in figure 1, and the moment center was assua ged to be at fuselage
station 114.79 cm, waterline 25.40 cm and buttock line 0. The angles of
attack and angles of sideslip were corrected for deflection of the sting
and balance under aerodynamic load. Angles of attack and appropriate
aerodynamic coefficients were corrected for model wedght tares. Body and
stability-axis coefficients were corrected for base force, but no stream-
angle corrections were applied to the data.
Data repeatability for the test was estimated by reviewing repeat
points and is as follows:
C L = ±0.0106
	
CP = ±0.0016














Lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of the complete model
(body-wing-tail) at Mach numbers of 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 are presented
in figures 4 through 6 for various configurations and control surface de-
flections. In figure 6 the side-force, yawing moment, and rolling-moment
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characteristics are also presented.
The effects of horizontal tail deflection for the model with the
basic F-8 wing and with the variable-camber wing are shown in figure 4.
Also included in this figure are tail-off data. It is seen that at the
higher lift coefficients,there were small increases in lift-curve slope,
small reductions in drag, and slight improvements in static longitudinal
stability associated with the variable-camber wing. The horizontal tail
effectiveness was about the same for the two different wing configurations.
The effects of trailing-edge flap deflection for the model with the
variable-camber wing and simple hinge flaps are shown in figure 5. Both
tail-on and tail-off data are presented. Indicated is that for both the
horizontal tail on and off, there were small increases in lift-curve slope,
small reductions in drag, and essentially no changes in static longitudinal
stability associated with the use of conformal rather than simple hinge
flaps. There was slightly greater flap effectiveness in the case of the
conformal flaps.
The effects of aileron deflection for the model with the variable-
camber wing and with the horizontal tail are shown in figure 6. It is
seen that, in general, there was little difference in the effects pro-
duced on both the lateral-directional and longitudinal characteristics
by differential aileron deflections of 5°/-5° as compared to those of
0°/-15°.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.1-scale model of an F-8 air-
craft equipped with an advanced-technology-variable-camber wing at Mach
numbers from 1.5 to 2.0 have been presented. Corresponding data are also
presented for the model equipped with the basic F-8 wing. Conventional
simple hinge flaps were tested on both wings.
In general, there were small improvements in lift-curve slope, drag,
and static longitudinal stability associated with use of the variable-
camber wing in place of the basic F-8 wing. Horizontal-tail and wing




TABLE 1. - MODEL GEOMETRY






































0.3484 m2 (3.750 ft2)
0.6580 m2 (7.083 ft2
1.0872 m 13.567 ft









0.5130 m 0.683 ft)
0.1283 m (0.4209 ft)
Modified TR 42A
modified TR 42A
0.3484 m2 (3.150 ft2)
0.5907 m2 (6.358 ft2)
1.0872 m (3.'567 ft)









0.4663 m 0.530 ft)





































1.6093 m (5.280 ft)
	
14.99 cm	 (5.90 in
	
19.28 cm	 (7.59 in ^'
10.88
0.0242 10.260 ft2
0.2103 m2 (2.264 ft2)
0.7442 m2 ±8.010 ft2)
0.0868 m2 0.9343 ft2)
0.1054 m2 1.135 ftZ)
0.5538 m (1.817 ft)
5.42°
0.1864 m ;0.612 ft)
0.2744 m ;0.900 ft)




0.0922 m2 (0.9924 ft2)
0.1319 m2 (1.420 ft2)
0.3683 m (1.208 ft)
0.2789 m (0.915 ft
0.3967 m (1.302 ft




aIncludes flow through duct area
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FIGURE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
4 EFFECT OF HORIZ. TAIL FOR BASIC F-8 AND CONFIGURATION A 1-12
AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL DEFL. MACH, DH
5 EFFECT OF SYMMETRICAL T.E. SIMPLE HINGE CONFIGURATION A 13-24
FLAP DEFLECTIONS, TAIL OFF, ON. DTEI, DTEO-L,
DTEO-R,DH, MACH




 versus a, C D versus CL , CL versus Cm




1. Positive directions f force coefficients,
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability



























Figure ]. - Axis system.








Figure 2. - Model drawings.
WBL 52.58 (20.700)
MAC - 0.3579 m (14.090 in.)
AREA - 0.1753 m2 (1.8865 ft2)
(b) Variable -camber wing
Figure 2. - Continued.
^--59.38 (23.379)
to apex







	51.3  ( 20.200)	 Note: All dimensions are in



















	 Conformal L.E. Basic T.E.
Basic L.S.	 at 25'	 at 0'
at 15' ( HinB^)	 72.50	 Basic T.E.
Section A-A	 at 10'	 +^ ,
--	 +— Conformal T. E.	 d.










M.S.- -	 - - Note: All dimensions are In3.14-79







mAc o. ,M-92 m (14. ,.4 in.)
AREA 0.1741 M2 ( 1.8742 ft2)
-wBL 54-4e
1-52 (0.599)	 (21.425)
58-78 (23.142) to apex	 12o68
(4-993)
(c) F-8 basic wing
Figure 2. - Continued.
Note: A11 dimensions are in centimeters
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Figure 2. - Continued.
5.259
B. L. o +..
MAC - 0.1864 m (7.340 in.)
Y - 0. 1046 m (4.119 in.)
AREA = 0.1437 22 (0.4714 rte)
J35.61 (14.o2)
F'
' 	 MAC = 0.2530 ft (9.962 in.)
AREA = 0.07115 M2 (0.7659 ft 2)
(e) Vertical tail
Figure 2. - Continued.
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------------ 7.5 0 L.E.
--	 100 T. E.
-------^ 5 0 T.E.
18  T. E.
(f) Some typical leading- and trailing -edge angles for variable camber wing





(a) Three-quarter front view
Figure 3. - Model installation photographs.
AIx,
(b) Three-quarte r rear view
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DATA SET SY"EKL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT ION OH BETA
(AB00031 S 8WIN .000 .000
IA8000y ) 0 8WlH -5.000 .000
IAB0005) 8w3 .000
(A80008) 8vW3H 000 .000
















DATA SET SV?eM	 CONFIO R1ATION DESCRIPTION ON BETA
tA900031 §	 MIN .000 .000
(AGD0041 MIN -8.000 .000
(ASOM p
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FIG 4. EFFECT OF HORIZ. TAIL FOR BASIC F-8 AND AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL DEFL.
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I AB00 031 a= H .000 .000
tAB0004f 0 BvWIH -5.000 .000
^ABDO05) evW3 .000
ABD008) BYN3H .000 .000
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FIG 4. EFFECT OF HORIZ. TAIL FOR BASIC F-8 AND AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL DEFL.
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ADATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OH BETA
(AFMO2)	 O	 BVNI(A80003)
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FIG 4. EFFECT OF HORIZ.	 TAIL FOR BASIC F —B AND AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL DEF
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION OH BETA
^IH(ABD0031 8 .000 .000
(ABDO04! Q BVWIH -5.000 .000
(A80005) 8VW3 .000
(A80008) 8VW3H .000 .000
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FIG 4. EFFECT OF HORIZ. TAIL FOR BASIC F-8 AND AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL OEFL.





DATA SET SYMBIX	 COIFIOURATION DESCRIPTION DM BETA
(AW003) p	 BVWIM .000 .000
(ABDOOai O	 SWIM -5.000 .000(AM0051 vM3 .000
(A800081 BYWH .000 .000
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FIG 4. EFFECT OF HORIZ. TAIL FOR BASIC F -8 AND AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL DEFL.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DH BETA
(A800021 O 8Y1di .000
(A80003) q 88vW1H .000 .000
IAB0004I O BVWIH —5.000 .000
(ABDO05) p BVWZ .000
(A800081 8VW3H .000 .000
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FIG 4. EFFECT OF HORIZ. TAIL FOR BASIC F-8 AND AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL DEFL.













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
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FIG 4. EFFECT OF HORIZ. TAIL FOR BASIC F-8 AND AT WINGS. NO WING CONTROL DEFL.





DATA SET Sr ISM	 COW IOURAT(ON DESCRIPTION
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SYMMETRICAL T.E. SIMPLE HINGE FLAP DEFLECTIONS, TAIL OFF, ON.
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SYMMETRICAL T.E. SIMPLE HINGE FLAP DEFLECTIONS, TAIL OFF, ON.
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SYMMETRICAL T.E. SlWLE HINGE FLAP DEFLECTIONS, TAIL OFF, ON.




COW IGURATIJN OESCRIPTION	 DTEI	 OTEO-L OTEO-R ON
(ABDO051	 Q	 BVW3	 .000	 .000	 .1100
(AB0006)	 q 	 BV42	 -2.000	 -2 000	 -2 COG
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SYMMETRICAL T.E. SIMPLE HINGE FLAP DEFLECTIONS. TAIL OFF, ON.
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SYMMETRICAL T.E. SIMPLE HINGE FLAP DEFLECTIONS, TAiL OFF, ON.
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^A6D911f	 O	 BYia3H	 .000 — 15.000	 .000	 .000
.004
.002























^	 i+	 ^^	 O
	




_^	 i	 O	 I	 I	 '
	
.012	 i	 ^_	 I
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
OATH 5ET 5^'1^1L 	 CO^F'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
A^ ^ O BvF13N
^ A^0 i 0)	 Q 9VN3N(Af3001 1 1	 p	 Bvt13M
OTEO-L OTEO-R CH	 OTEI
	
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000
	




























pATA EET SYI^OI CONE' I OIJRAT I ON OESCR I PT I ON	 OTEO-L OTEO—R OH	 OTEi
t A^0091	 BV4D1	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000
t Att00101	 t3vbt3►t	 5.000	 —'3.000	 .000	 .000
tAB00lt1	 O	 BVN3M	 .000 — 1'5.000	 .000	 .000
a
FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEF^ECTIGNS.
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DN	 DTEIpATA SET DTEO—L OTEO—R
tAB0009) O	 Bvnl3H .000 .000 .000	 .000
lAt300101 Q	 BVN3M 5.000 —5.000 .000	 .000






































OTEO—L OTEO—R OH	 OTEI
	
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000
	5. 00 	 —5.000	 .000	 .000
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OJTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
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.^ `	 ~	 _` -' .	 '
~^
oxnx scr svnmu^ cowr|cmnxr^nw osscn^ pr(ow o7[n-^ or^o-n	 ow or^|
c	 ^ ^000 ^uno	 . .onn
J^	 '^mopm` O ovws* ^.noo -s.00n	 .000 .000_
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OTEO-L DTEO-R OH	 DTEI
	
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000
	
5.000	 -5.000	 .000	 .000
	







FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUT60ARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
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. rn	 PACE	 ^^
.	 ..a	 .;	 ... ^	 ^.. y.:	 .:.^::,'^a4	 .,. .. _	 ,.0
	
x ..::	 r	 .v	 vr^ls-
	 ._	 ..




CONFIGURATION OESCRiPTiON DTEO-L OTEO-R DH OTEI
iaB0009 ► O	 ev►^3t+ .000 .000 .000 .000
cA8D010) Q	 BvM3H 5.000 -5.000 .000 .OGO
1A80o11) O	 Bvb13F1 .000 -15.000 .000 .000
C...	 '"^'flFj ^+Sw:•'"!pR^...e	 ^-^y`+F+MSy.p^.-wnp ^v^a
.^...	 ..	 ..	
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAE OUT80AR0 CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
r r i rrtar•u	 =	 t un owr^r	 ^^
DTEO-L OTEO-R	 OH DTEI
.000 .000	 .000 .000
5.000 -5.000	 .000 .000
.000 -15.000	 .000 .000
DATA SET SY^'BOL	 COPF I GURAT I ON OESt;R I Pt 10N
l ABD0081	 O	 BV413f1
^ Aeoo 1 o t 	 Q	 ev^+3►+









.000 .000 .000	 .000
5.000 —5.000 .000	 .000
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OATH SET ST1'^Ol	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OTEO—L	 OTEO—R DH OTEI
tABD008t BVa3H .000	 .000 .000 .000y 
__ t A^0I01 O	 BVN3f18 5.000	 —5.000 .000 .000
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^	 ^	 ^.	 .^.	 ^.
DATA SET SY^^60L	 CCPf'iGURATION OESCR1PTtON DTEO—1 DTEO—R OM	 DTEI
^ASOOOS^ evu3►+ .000 .000 .000	 .000
^Aaoota, S	 evu3H s.000 -s.000 .000	 .000














C	 _' ^ ""j
^....L.. j..^..^,..^_..^
4	 5	 6	 7
.^..f..^..f^.,,.^..
io	 ^i ^ ^	 i^
pATA SET SYP^01,.	 COnFIGURATION DESCR;PTION
	
DTEO-t_	 DTEO-R 	 Dti	 DTEf




5.000	 —3.000	 .D00	 .000




FIG 6. EFFECT 0^' aIFFEF^NT ^.L OUT80ARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
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OATH SET	 SY1 'BOl
	
C0^ iGilRl1T I ON OESCRI Q' ] x^ OTEO—L OTEO—R OH	 OTE I
(AB0008^	 8VM3H .000 .000 .000	 .000
cAB0010^	 $	 BVN3H 6.000 —3.000 .000	 .000
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL GUT®OARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.




DATA SET SYPBOL	 COPFIGtJRAT10N DESCRIPTION OTEO-L DTEO-R	 OH DTEI
cAe000e ► evr+^+ .000 .000	 .aao .000
cAeoolo^ S	 evN3►+ 5.000 -5.000	 .aoo .000
I A8001 1 ^ O	 ev►+3f+ .000 - 15. 000	 .aoo .000
.19
.18
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTION:;.


















DATA SET 51►^'>F70L CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION OH	 DTE1OTEO—L	 DTEO•R
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
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	 m..1..•'r'^°TY^'sR+^^"';]ff^RF^x.r'AQ ;'9r3 ..+am	 _.	
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DATA SET SY^^OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
tA9DOOBf	 Q 8VW3H
cA60010^	 Q	 svW3F+
l A^01 l 1	 O	 BVN3M
OTEO-L OTEO-R OM	 DTEI
	
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000
	
5.000	 -5.000	 .000	 .000
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECT10N5.
.^	 z^	 ...	 ,,^
^.
pATA SET 5^^'BOL	 CONFItiUtATiON DESCRIPTION OTEO-L DTEO-ii OH	 OTEI
t A^008)	 O	 9Vti13H .00O .000 .000	 .00O
tAti00101
	 Q	 8vw3M 5.000 -5.000 .000	 .000
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DATA SET SYhBOL	 CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT'^N
	
OTEO-L DTEO-R Ohl	 DTEI
IAB00091	 Q	 8V413H	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000
( A8D0l01	 q 	 BVk3H
	
5.000	 -5.000	 .000	 .000








FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP OEF^ECTIONS.
pATA SET SYFBOI	 COHF!fi;1RAT10N DESCRIPTION
t At300081 Q	 8v►+3N
tA80010t p	 8vw3N




__._..___.__._.^..._.____.,.- 	 ri rr.r^^
OTEIDTEO-L
.000 .000	 .000 .000
5.000 -5.000	 .000 .000
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUT80ARD COfJFORMA^. FLAP DEFLECTIONS.










COPFIGURATION OFSCRIPTION OTEO—L OTEO—R OH OTEI
tABD008^ BVW3H .000 .000 .000 .000
^	 cABD0101 8	 8VW3F1 5.000 —5.000 .000 .000
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
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DATA 5ET SYJ^OI.	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DTEO-L OTEO-R	 DH DTEI
tABp009J p	 Bv413H .000 .000	 .000 .000
tABpOIOJ o	 BVb13N 5.000 -5.000	 .000 .000	 "".
lABD011J p	 BVld3H .000 — 15.000	 .000 .000
s`
JU
.^,	 ,I.	 ,^.	 .i.	 ,I.	 .1.	 .l.	 .1.	 .^.	 I	 I	 1
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FIG 6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OUTBOARD CONFORMAL FLAP DEFLECTIONS.
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